Critical thinking, independent learning, avoiding
plagiarism... These are all academic study skills
students need to develop as they move into

2018 upgrade

post-16 studies at school, and on to higher

Specifications
Level and versions
Intermediate to Advanced
CEFR: B1-C1

Runs on any device
Better user experience
New audio transcripts and worksheets

underpins them.
Each unit begins with a video introduction where a teacher
for example: "You'll have to speak to tutors; you'll have to

Options for running

speak in seminars; and you'll certainly have to speak to other
students about work — and socially." The unit then takes
learners through a series of teaching points and interactive

iPad / Tablet
Smartphone

Supported browsers
Firefox
Edge

activities in four areas:
1

Speaking out

2

Giving opinions

3

Giving a presentation

4

Discussing ideas

Students conclude by completing a learning record. The
other nine units follow a similar progression.
Throughout Study Skills Success, there is extensive use of
authentic texts: articles, websites, book extracts, a BBC
lecture... And learners can download worksheets for use
away from the computer.
Studying in English is a real challenge for many students.
Study Skills Success can make life easier by helping them to
develop more effective and efficient study strategies. For
teachers, this program is an ideal source of supplementary
activities for pre-sessional courses, or for use as a
self-access resource.

Worksheets
included

Just some of the academic study skills your students will develop with
Study Skills Success
Analysing a task

Appropriate style

Developing academic vocabulary

Time management

Exam preparation

Speaking out in a seminar

Managing your learning

Avoiding plagiarism

Taking notes

Giving a presentation

Citing sources

Eliminating grammar errors

Understanding an argument

Describing visual data

Evaluating data in seminars and reports

Evaluating evidence

Strategies for efficient reading

Listening to lectures

Try the demo here.

Supported devices

Chrome
Safari

with the skills, but also with the English that

Adopted globally
by the
British Council

explains a challenge learners will face. In the Speaking unit,

International English
North American English

Desktop
Laptop

education. Study Skills Success helps not just

Study Skills Success
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